
Getting Past Saturday
John 19:38-20:10

May 8, 2016   Kemptville  CRC
"...they laid Jesus there..."

SATURDAY LIVING
- Imagine the stress faced by Joseph & Nicodemus as they buried Jesus in “hurry 
up” fashion before the Sabbath began.... 

- What they EXPECT for the future?

- How do you think what they THOUGHT was happening actually matched what 
WAS going on?

- What do you think the disciples of Jesus thought about and felt all Saturday after 
his burial? 

- GREY ZONE – between the darkest time of night and dawn.
- it's the time between John 19 & John 20
- it feels like.....
- recall some “grey zone” seasons of your life

SUNDAY HOPE
- the grave clothes are:

- orderly...
- empty....

- The disciples realize:
- IN SPITE of the chaos....God REMAINED in control

                 (check out Psalm 46)

- God has the last word
- in Job's life (hence their dialogue in Job 38-42)
- in Hebrews 11 (consider how HOPELESS some of their lives seemed)
- in our lives (read all of Romans 8, do it S-L-O-W-L-Y)

- The disciples process the shift from Saturday to Sunday T_________
- which is exactly how we are called to do it.

                 (remember,  “KCRC – A church for imperfect people”)

MY QUESTION
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